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Vibratory Screeds

When finishing concrete slabs, Wacker Neuson's wet screed can fit the
demands of every job site with a variety of blade lengths, plus each
unit is designed to fit the demands of every operator. It's unique twin
handle system is fully height and angle adjustable offering maximum
operator comfort. In addition, two isolators and specialized lower
handle mount design reduce vibration to the operator. The squeeze
grip handle is also foldable for easy transport and storage.

Adjustable eccentric weights can be adjusted to seven
different positions allowing the unit's force to be
appropriately matched to the application.
Lightweight unit features lifting handle for easy transport.
High production unit for quick and accurate strike-off of
concrete slabs with or without the support of grade stakes
and forms.
Fully enclosed exciter for operator production and low
maintenance.

P35A
Vibratory Screeds
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P35A Technical specifications

Wet screed P35A

Weight operating 31.1 lb

Engine / Motor Air-cooled single-cylinder four-cycle gasoline engine

Engine / Motor manufacturer Honda GX35

Displacement 2.2 in³

Engine performance 1.0 (1.3) kW (hp)

at rpm 7,000 rpm

Tank capacity 0.7 US qt

Fuel consumption 0.2 US gal/h

Length machine 36.7 in

Width machine 36.7 in

4 ft - 8 ft (1200–2400 mm) blade lengths

SB4F SB15M SB6F SB20M SB8F

Weight  lb 8.4 10.1 11.9 13.4 16.8

Length  in 47.2 59.1 70.9 78.7 94.4

Width  in 6.5 6.5 6.5 6.5 6.5

10 ft - 16 ft (3000 - 4900 mm) blade lengths

SB10F SB12F SB14F SB16F

Weight  lb 20.9 25.1 29.3 33.5

Length  in 118.1 145.7 169.3 192.9

Width  in 6.5 6.5 6.5 6.5

Please note: that product availability can vary from country to country. It is possible that information / products may not be available in your country. More detailed information on
engine power can be found in the operator's manual; the stated power may vary due to specific operating conditions. Subject to alterations and errors excepted. Applicable also to
illustrations.
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